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1. STRUCTURE YOUR STUFF



1. Structure your stuff

Why?

Accessible content starts with semantic structure!

Well-structured content is portable and transformable



1. Structure your stuff

 How?

Use eXtyles Paragraph Styling to apply Word paragraph styles

Create structure and hierarchy, including

Heading levels

Table structure

 Save accessible Word file or export accessible XML





2. CORRECT YOUR CHARACTERS



2. Correct your characters

Why?

Human eyes can handle some ambiguity; screen readers can’t

Multi-platform publication requires consistent character rendering



2. Correct your characters

 How?

Use eXtyles Font Audit to identify unsupported fonts

Use eXtyles Auto-Redact to 

 standardize to Unicode characters 

 correct misused characters

 XML exported from eXtyles encodes characters as Unicode entities







3. MARK UP YOUR MATH



3. Mark up your math

Why?

Equations and formulae stored as MathML or OMML are 

Machine-readable

Transformable

Interpretable by screen readers

Discoverable and searchable

 Images of them are not



3. Mark up your math

 How?
Use eXtyles Font Audit to identify Equation Builder equations

Use eXtyles Cleanup to de-table equations as needed

Use MathType to standardize equation formats

Convert Equation Builder to MathType
And vice versa 

Use eXtyles Paragraph Styling to apply appropriate paragraph styles

 XML exported from eXtyles stores equations as machine-readable 
MathML or OMML







4. INTERPRET YOUR IMAGES



4. Interpret your images

Why?

Descriptions and alt text make images

Machine readable, searchable, discoverable 

Accessible to those who can’t see them

More intelligible to those who can



4. Interpret your images

 How?

Create a paragraph style to use for alt text and descriptions

Use resources like those we’re sharing in the chat to write effective 
descriptive text 

Use eXtyles to apply styles for figure titles/captions, alt text, and image 
descriptions

 XML exported from eXtyles includes alt text in figure groups





5. LABEL YOUR LANGUAGES



5. Label your languages

Why?

Humans can deduce code switches via context

Machines need explicit instructions

Specifying text language allows correct interpretation

Is the word “train” pronounced ['treɪn] or [tʁɛ̃]? That depends!



5. Label your languages



5. Label your languages

 How?

Create language-specific paragraph styles

E.g., Abstract-Eng, Abstract-Fr, Abstract-Ger

Use eXtyles to apply styles in Word

 XML exported from eXtyles includes @xml:lang attributes





QUESTIONS?
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